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Pittsburgh, PA
Beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of the one Source,
Child of Light divine, that is who you are. I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph -Jesus, you have called me -- and it is in great joy that I come to abide with you this
evening in your timing, as you have chosen to call me forth. For indeed it is a choice to
turn the attention unto one such as I, to make trek, to bring the form the body unto
such a place and to place it upon a chair and to call me to be with you in this manner.
It is great joy. Great joy to behold your radiance once again and to be able to reach
out and to touch.
That is why I asked my beloved friend and teacher, the one known as Judith, to
lend me her body for a time interval so that there can be the physical touching, the
reaching out and touching of vibration one to another. That is why you manifest the
form. It is to be in vibration again. To share the vibration of living, the vibration of energy, of love in a very, very tangible manner.
In your world you have such a great saying used by some of your companies for
the advertising I believe, it is to reach out and to touch. That is why you love to give
the hugs, is to reach out and to touch and to share the energy of love, the vibration of
love, that always you are immersed in. For there is not an ending of your vibration right
here and the ending of this vibration right here but always you are in the sea of vibration of energy. But it is felt in awareness much more clearly when you reach out and
embrace someone when you touch them.
Life with the physical form is meant to be enjoyed. That is why you bring forth
the form. It is to know physical expression, to know the joy of sensation. Not to deny
the body. You have been taught, you have taught as the priestess and the priest, the
nun in your religious orders. You have taught that the body must be denied in order to
know your spiritual self. To allow the spirituality to come forth and yet that is a denial
of the holy Child in her totality for you are the one, the great creative one who brings
forth the body, the form in every moment.
The body is a new creation in every moment. That is
neous healing. For you manifest in every moment according
will express, how it will express, and as you allow yourself
guess what happens to the body? It radiates even more of
you are.

why there can be instantato your belief what the body
to abide in joy, in radiance,
the Light, the energy that

This is what you are in process now of doing. You have heard it said, that you are
ushering in a new age. A time of enlightenment. Do you know what that means? It
means quite literally that you are ushering in a time of recognizing and beholding more
of the Light that you are. Even in physical form. Allowing the Light to be radiated
through every cell because of the joy that activates that dynamic energy.
You are ushering in a time of great enlightenment where you will behold even
with the physical eyes, the Light of another one. You will know that Light energy of
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this one interpenetrates, intermingles, is shared with everyone around you and does not
even stop with what you would see as the walls of a building but is extended unto the
furthest universes. That is how far your energy reaches, for indeed the universes themselves would not exist without you.
A time of enlightenment, yes, for there will be the enlightenment even of understanding in which the inner wisdom is allowed to come forth and to be expressed. You
will feel yourselves to be much lighter as the spirit that you are, as the Child that you
are. You will behold the Christ of other ones. Now you do that in what is known as your
meditation time. You bring to mind, to heart, another one and you extend to them the
love of your heart and you behold them in Light. You behold the Christ of them.
For it is not just one Jeshua ben Joseph, one Jesus who is the Christ. The Christ
is the Light of you and of you, as the one that we are. You are the Christ as well that
is being birthed upon this plane in this age of enlightenment. You are in process of
birthing, bringing into manifestation and the remembrance, the Christ that you are.
It is a time of excitement. Great anticipation for if you could see from my perspective what you are in process of birthing, of bringing forth, there would be such a
great joy within you as there is with the child on Christmas, Christmas morning, on
Christmas Eve with the anticipation. For you are doing nothing less than bringing Heaven
to this plane. Bringing the enlightenment of the energy of the holy Child into manifestation to be seen on a physical level, to be felt, to be measured by your scientists, and to
bring about the remembrance of the one Christ. Not just one personality, but the one
Christ that we are.
This has been termed fifth dimensional energy. You are bringing in a time and it
comes rapidly now, a time of fifth dimensional energy. It is called fifth dimensional because you have decreed that it will be called fifth. It could just as easily be called
twentieth, but we will use your terminology for understanding here in this evening.
In a time that you would judge to be long ago, we thought to bring forth creation. Being the one holy Child of the Creator, we thought to create and we brought
forth all worlds, all universes, all galaxies and upon different collections, various collections of energy known as planets, bodies, such as our Holy Mother, the Earth, we
brought forth creation. Creations as unique and as beautiful as you can ever imagine for
indeed that is what we did, we imagined. And as we brought forth image in the imagination, we created. And we looked upon what we had brought forth and we wanted to
know, "How would it feel to be the beautiful lily?" And instantly with that question, we
became one with the lily for indeed you are not separate from any of your creations.
And lived the life process of the lily and wondered, "How would it feel to be the one
celled organism, that is life in most simplicity?" And we experienced life as a one-celled
organism.
And you in your understanding, and I as well, termed this first dimensional. For it
is life. It is creation and there was an evolution and a forgetting. For at the point of
the one-celled simplicity of life expression, there was remembrance of the Light that we
are, the Light of creation. But there was the desire to know other forms of creation
and to know them intimately. To know how it feels to activate complex matter.
And as we did this, at first it was remembered that we are the creators, that we
are the Light that activates all of form. But as there was more and more identification
with form, in a desire to know activation of form, there was by design a setting aside of
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that remembrance so that we could know intimately how it feels to be within and as
density. And there came to be what you would call the first dimensional energy, of forgetting and the second which had to do with mere existence.
You have been and I when I walked the face of our Holy Mother, the Earth, have
been within what you would term third dimensional expression. That has to do with the
preservation of form, the existence, the activities that are necessary to preserve form
for you spend much of your time taking care of the form. Earning the golden coins that
will allow you to nourish the body, to have a place to put it, as you allow it to sleep in
repose. To clothe the body, to keep it healthy, to exercise it, yes. To purchase the vehicle
that will allow the form to go from place to place and much of the focus of attention is
upon the form and how to take care of it and where to take it, and where to be with it.
But there is also a remembrance of the still small voice within. There is a remembrance that says, "There must be something more than just the form," and with that
has come again in what you would see as a long time ago, your various forms of worship, of feeling that there is a higher Power, there is something beyond just the form.
And you have brought forth all manner of philosophy, religions, rituals, ceremonies, of
worship, of a higher power beyond you and outside of you. And all of you have been
through the philosophies. You have experienced them.
You are now coming to a place of awakening with this. You are already at the
place where you are recognizing that the higher power, yes, exists, but it is not apart
from you. It is not a God afar off that abide in the mountain or on a cloud somewhere.
But that it is the power within you, the God, Goddess power within you.
You are making transition very rapidly from third dimension energy and expression into fourth, for you do that now. You bridge between third which has to do with
the existence and preservation of the body but also with the acknowledgment of a
higher power that somehow activates and allows -- if you are good enough -- the body
to keep on doing its thing in health.
You are coming to the place where you bridge that into fourth dimensional energy and expression. You touch that place in meditation, in prayer, that place of oneness
where you allow yourself to expand beyond the very specific point of focus that identifies the personality and the form that you believe yourself to be right here and right
now. You move into fourth dimensional experience in times of your meditation, in times
of prayer. Times of great expansion of understanding and feeling when you are transported by music that you have heard, that you are in the midst of, and you feel yourself to be transported beyond any of the forms. You feel yourself to be one with the
vibration of the music, one with the universe. Great joy that wells up. This is why you
have composed the beautiful sacred music. This is why you have sung in the great
choirs, the beautiful sacred music. That have allowed you to lay down the boundary of
self-image that has been very narrow.
You are now moving from third dimensional, through the fourth which you know.
It is familiar to you, into fifth dimensional expression of bringing into manifestation even
with the physical form, the physical expression the unconditional Love of the Father and
the Light that you are.
From before time began you are the Light, and when the purpose of time has
been fulfilled you will remain as the great ray of Light, the one creation from the one
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Source. And you are bringing in now the Light even into manifestation that will be seen
and felt and will again transport you beyond what you have believed yourself to be.
You have touched this place in your highest moments of meditation. Where you
have known that I and the Father are one. You have touched that place of knowing
oneness with whatever power, however you will label it, whether it be Father, Mother,
Great Spirit, All that Is. You have touched that place of oneness and there is coming
now because you have decreed it, not because masters outside of you have said, "Okay,
time's up. Now it's time for a new age." It is because you have decreed that you have
known intimately from inside out and from every angle how it feels to live in constriction and confusion and chaos and doubt and worry and anxiety and stress and sorrow,
et cetera. You know how that feels. You can recreate that at a moment's notice.
Someone may say something to you. You may be in a good mood and someone
comes up and says something to you and you say, "Oh my goodness." And you crash. You
know that feeling well.
But to your credit, you do not stay in the crashed space because you know how it
feels to be sublime. You know how it feels to be in love and you remember that feeling
and you come up out of the pits, as they are called. Sometimes you allow yourself to
stay in the pit for awhile. That is okay, but then you climb back up. It is as you have an
invisible ladder. You know the ropes. That is what it is called, and you climb back up out
of the pit.
You know the feeling of non-love, the feeling of judgment. And you have decreed,
"Now I want to know love, unconditional love of self and of others. I want to know the
Father's Love. Father, take me once again into your arms and love me as the Child that I
am." You have felt this in the heart. You have cried out and always your Father hears.
For always you are within the Father's arms. You are loved with an everlasting Love and
you can never be without it.
Nothing you have ever done or ever thought or said has ever changed His Love
for you. Nothing that anyone else has ever said or done or thought about you has
changed who you are. Always you are His beloved Son in whom He is well pleased. You
are now bringing into manifestation, to know that feeling and to live within that space.
You are bringing the Love of the Father to this point of focus because it is time and it
comes rapidly now. You have all felt an acceleration. You have said, "There is not enough
time to do what I want to do." Do you know why? There is all of time. You are the creator of time. You have even seen this. There have been some instances when you have
left home and you were going somewhere and you were already late and you said, "How
am I going to get there on time?" And somehow you have arrived and you have been
five minutes early. And you have said, "How did that happen? I must have done a time
warp." And indeed you have done a time warp, because you are the creator of time. You
bring it forth in your experience, in your consciousness. You manipulate it. For there are
some days you get up, perhaps on the wrong side of the bed. I have heard that saying.
I don't know how you do that, but I've heard it. And you feel that nothing in that day is
going to go right. By gum, it doesn't.
And you have said, "I know I'm going to be late for that meeting. I know I'm going to be." And so all of creation rearranges itself so that you can be late, and sure
enough, you are late. Another day you awaken and you say, "This is good day. I feel really good. I don't know why I feel good, but I feel really good today. It's going to be
great. I'm going to go everywhere. The whole day is just going to flow together," and it
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does. And you say, "I know there is going to be plenty of time to get where I need to
go and extra. I can stop off and I can do," and you do. You stop off and do an extra errand or visit someone and there is plenty of time and you do not feel pressured in that
day.
What is the difference? Has there not been the same twenty-four hours in that
day? Is it not all equal? And yet it has been your belief, your feeling, your image of
yourself and how that day is going to be that has activated what you experience.
Know you that you can turn that around even in mid-moment? Now my beloved
friend and teacher has tried to do that. There has been some days she has been down
and she has known that she could turn it around in an instant, but she has said, "I don't
believe I can do that. It feels so familiar to be in this space. I know everything is going
to go wrong." This is what she says, "Everything is going to go wrong in this day until I
sleep on it and I start over the next day." And I have suggested to her, why? Why
wait? Go to bed now. Get up in five minutes.
{Laughter}
But she resists. She says, "The magic is in the overnight." So be it. But you are
the maker of time and you can turn it anyway you desire. You can expand it so that you
have plenty of time to do what you need to do easily, or you can do what you are experiencing, there is a compression of time that you experience now, an acceleration where
it seems like there are more things to do and less time to do them.
It is because you are decreeing that you will bring about the new age quickly
and it builds in your belief, it builds upon itself so that what you experienced yesterday
is already old and what you experience in this day grows on what you have known and
believed in the day previous.
Within what you see as a short time, a bit more than a decade of your timing,
you will see and experience, those of you so gathered in this room, and some of the
other brothers and sisters who are of like mind, you will see a society based on Love. A
society that looks to one and sees the Christ of that one. Does not see previous history
of judgment, but sees the Christ, the Love that is in the eyes and in the heart. Where
ones will come and what they have to offer will be valued. Energy itself will be valued
above even the tangible golden coins, even the tangible objects.
What will be valued most is the vibration of Love. The vibration of acceptance. The
vibration of joy. Even now you know value in the vibratory rate of different ones. For you
have walked into a room and you have been with one, you have sat with them and there
has been such joy with this one that you have felt your heart open and you have said,
"I always feel good when I am within this one's presence. I want to be with her all the
time." It feels like being in love.
Yes.
Yes, that is what you experience when you fall in love. You want to be in that
one's presence all the time, because the heart opens, because the vibration itself accelerates and increases and the radiance of Light increases even through the body. You
have seen the radiance on the face of one who is in love.
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Conversely, you have also walked into a room where there has been one who has
been very heavy, weighted down with the cares of the world. Into judgment of self and
others, mainly others, and they have projected that and you have said, "I cannot wait
to get out of that space." You have said, "I love you. I bless you. Goodbye."
Yes.
What is coming to be valued is the energy of Love, the energy of acceptance, the
energy of joy. Unconditional acceptance, mattering not the color of skin, the appearance,
the behavioral choices as far as preferences. But just the Love that is in the heart and
the energy of Love and joy that is radiated. That will be seen to be of more worth than
even the most expensive vehicle that you know now, or the most grand dwelling place.
Even now you know that ones who have amassed great wealth, many of the
golden coins would give all of those golden coins for one who would truly love them, accept them and allow them to remember once again their worth. This is what you are
bringing now in the new age of enlightenment, as you have called it, what you are
bringing now into experience and expression upon this plane. And within a short time interval, you will find yourselves living in a society based on love.
Now, will everyone on the face of our Holy Mother, the Earth know that space?
In time, yes. For what you do goes out as the ripples upon a pond and is felt by everyone. Not only on the face of our Holy Mother, the Earth, but into what you would see as
the far universes and other galaxies as well. And as you make choice for peace, for
love, for acceptance, you allow all of the other brothers and sisters opportunity to
choose peace and love and to know themselves as the holy Child.
So yes, in time everyone living within the shared dimension of experience, point
of focus, upon our Holy Mother, the Earth will know the society based on fifth dimensional energy and expression, the unconditional Love -- no strings attached -- of the
Father.
Now, will there be other societies seeing themselves to exist and experience upon
our Holy Mother, the Earth? Yes, as there are even now. This space where you feel
yourselves to be, where you have brought your point of focus in this evening, is inhabited, if you will, by many other Light beings and other expressions of life as they share
a collective belief in their experience and in their expression.
How can that be? It is a miracle. It is what you would term a miracle. It is because you as the creative holy Child have practiced and honed your ability to focus
very, very specifically. You can bring it to this collective point and focus on this reality - with a small "r" -- and at the same time you can share what you would call space
with many others. For there is no separation in the one great ray of Light and this room
is full of Light and the Light itself knows other dimensions, other ways of expressing
and experiencing.
So there has been much of a question that there would be earth changes,
calamitous earth changes happening, great upheavals and that all of the ones that were
not in like mind would be somehow devastated, dissolved, taken away to another planet
somewhere, done away with, and that only ones who were in a certain mindset would
remain.
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Now you have seen even with the brothers and sisters that you share a collective
consciousness with, you have seen that there are variations as to who is going to be
saved and who is going to be deemed worthy and who is going to be sent to the outer
reaches somewhere. The holy Child as the one great ray of Light, is vibration and vibration knows its own and collects as a shared vibration of like vibration. I'm finding this
hard to put into the words, to find the words in my beloved friend and teacher's mind.
But there is a convergence, a coming together of shared vibration and as you allow
yourself to expand in the heart of Love, to raise your own vibration and all more of the
Light to be radiated even through the form, others who are in that space of vibration
are attracted to you, come together with you and share a reality with you.
So yes, there will be a collective coming together and yes there will be ones who
will share another reality which they may see to be on another planet somewhere else.
It matters not to you. Or they may find themselves still in the same space of what they
have agreed upon is reality, and you will be functioning within a society of Love because that is where your heart and your vibration resonates.
You are now in a period of seeing a range of vibration, a range of choice. You are
seeing a polarity of ones who are in great sorrow, in great conflict, upheaval within
themselves calling out in great violence. Calling out for Love and yet not believing that
Love can be. You are in a period of change because you have decreed that you will go
through this process of raising your own vibratory rate because you want to be loved
and more than that, you want to know the Love that you are.
And there are others who are going through their period of what you would call
a shake down, offering themselves choice, opportunity for choice. And some of the
brothers and sisters have decreed that they will have to know great trauma, great sorrow, violence before they stop and they pause and they say, "There must be another
way."
All of us have our moments, our times in the wilderness. Our times of choice.
Our time of temptation. Tempted not by a devil or a Satan that is outside of ourselves,
but tempted by the voice of the world, the voice of ego, the voice that speaks of separation, the voice of unworthiness. All of us have our times, have had, of choice and it is
no different now. What you are beholding is a time of great choice and there are many
who are going through this time of choice with trauma because they have decreed that
is how they will make their choice. That is what will finally bring them to the place of
saying, "There must be another way to do this." It is when you get tired of hitting the
head against the wall. Finally you stop for a moment and you say, "Maybe, there's another way." And in that moment the activity of the Holy Spirit rushes in, the still small
voice, and says, "Yes, there can be peace. You can choose for peace." So everyone is at
a time now of choice. It is a great time.
Welcome brother. Come in and join us.
That is why I have spoken earlier, that this is a time of great anticipation. A time
of ushering in a new age, yes. It is new only in your recent history for indeed it is an
old age. But it is a time of great anticipation for what you are birthing is the remembrance of the Christ that you are and bringing that into full manifestation even with
the expression in physicality, even upon this plane.
No longer feeling that you have to lay down the body and ascend unto a far
place known as Heaven -- if you are lucky -- in order to know the Christ, in order to
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know the Love of the Father. But you have decreed as the holy Child that you are, that
you will bridge what you term spirituality and physicality and bring them to the experience of oneness, which in Truth has always been. But you will bring the joy and the unlimited Love into manifestation even while activating the body, even while experiencing
creation, the physical creations, and there will be a time that you will live and express
upon the face of our Holy Mother, the Earth as the Light that you are and the Spirit
that you are even while activating the form.
And when you are finished with the form, what then? What then? What then? It
is open-ended, for within my Father's house are many mansions, many dimensions, many
areas of experience and expression, and it is open to your choice as is this experience
in everyday.
So you will see a society based on Love. You will participate, you will birth a society based on Love for you will welcome everyone in the Love of the Father, for you
will not know fear. You will not say, "Well, I welcome you but I hope you won't hurt me.
I welcome you, but I hope you won't somehow ruin my dream." You will know that it
cannot be ruined, it cannot be threatened, that it is the dream of the holy Child. It is
the Love of the Father which cannot be threatened and you will welcome everyone
fearlessly for Love dissolves all fear.
In Love there comes an understanding, a wholeness of vision that allows the understanding and in that, you can extend the Love of the Father to ones that you have
previously seen as being separate, as being different, as making choices that perhaps
were not the best as you would judge them. You can extend the Love of the Father
freely. It is a great time and it is because you have decreed that you will do it, that
you will bring that into expression and you will live it fully as your Father desires to be
known.
You will let your Light shine. Truly, literally you will let your Light shine so that
all men and women, will see your Light and in seeing your Light may glorify the Father.
Not glorify the Father as in someone that would be worshipped as afar off, but will glorify the Father in knowing the oneness, and in that is the glory bringing it right here
right now.
This was my message to you in what you would see as olden days, the Love of
the Father, to extend that Love unto every brother and sister. What you do now is to
carry on my message, my demonstration, the work that was started, nay, not started
but continued in that lifetime and to bring it now to fruition into the physical plane. To
be able to express and experience the Light of the Christ and to behold that in everyone.
Is it grand to be alive?
Yes.
Yes. Is the physicality something to be enjoyed, to be glorified? Yes. To be held
sacred for indeed it is? All of life is sacred. All of life is holy including the body for you
have brought it forth. You as the holy Child, the one Child of the Creator. Great joy.
Go you forth in this evening in great joy. To enjoy the physicality that you have
brought forth and to behold the Christ in everyone's eyes. To live inspired by the
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breathe of God and to give forth the Love of the Father freely, fearlessly, with a smile
upon the face.
{Laughter}
Beautiful. It is beautiful. You are the Father incarnate. That is the power that activates all that you do. It activates the body that allows it to move forth. You are the
Love of the Father that your brothers and sisters can see, can relate to. When they call
unto me they do not believe it possible that I would answer, but when they see you and
you speak to them from your heart, then they can understand for they know you to
have come through challenges the same as they. To have had doubts, physical challenges
from time to time, employment challenges, relationship challenges. And so when you
speak of a higher vision and you extend the Love, then they can hear you and in hearing that message through you, they hear me.
Now would be a good time to take what you call a break, although I would question whatever is broken? And we will reconvene in about ten minutes of your timing. So
be it.
{Break}
I have suggested to my beloved friend and teacher that we do something different in this evening. If you are willing we will have the second part of it be what is
known in your world as a rap session. Where you can ask any question that you would
like to ask and furthermore, this is where we depart from what has been done in the
past, Beloved Elder, you will know this. You may ask of me or you may ask of my
Mother. Now my beloved friend and teacher has said to me, "Well how will we do this?"
But we will do it.
So what we can do is to have a rap session with different questions, whatever you
would like to ask. We will rap it back and forth and if you want to ask of my Mother,
always I travel with her and she with me. So you may ask of her a question. Are you up
for this?
Yes. Go for it.
Very good. I was hoping it would not be a downer.
{Laughter}
Okay then. Who would like to begin?
I think I had a dream last night that came directly from you, Jeshua.
From the one that we are, yes.
From the one that we are, yes. But I'm not sure what this is all about. I
know you are going to look at me maybe and say, "You tell me." But I'm going to
look at you this time and say, "You tell me." I was in a building which seemed to
me to be in a woods somewhere. I have a place on a lake but it wasn't that place
on a lake, but it was on water. There were a lot of people in the building and I
didn't know who they were but I knew they were friends. They seemed to be
younger than me, but people I was caring for. I couldn't tell. And after they had
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all gone to bed I was looking out the window and I saw something I had never
seen before and it seemed in time, time within that dream reality, which isn't clear
sometimes, it seemed as if it was a half an hour or forty-five minutes but I kept
looking out the window.
What I saw was the most incredible collection of stars I have ever seen. Now
not just stars up there but the stars that were straight ahead of me and the stars
were incredibly below me. And I could see them to the side and to the left. And
part of me wanted to go and wake everyone up and tell them and the other part
said, "No, because they won't believe what they are seeing." But it's there and I
remember strangely enough, taking a coin and dropping it out the window and
hearing it fall in water and I thought, "How could there be water below me and
stars below me and stars above me and stars to the side of me?" And I looked and
I looked and I soaked it in and I soaked it in and soaked it in. Then I kept feeling
happier and happier and happier. And when I woke up I said, "I don't know what
that meant, but I sure felt happy."
It was almost like a prediction of something relative to what I know as the
future and I know it isn't really future, but in this frame of reference, so help me
with this?
Beloved brother, you have just epitomized my message of this evening. For indeed
you are beholding yourself as being in the midst of all of your creation. In the midst of
the Light of the stars that you are. In the midst of the water, yes, below you, above
you. Right in the midst of the one that you are.
What came forth for you was a feeling that you have felt in this lifetime expressed, experienced that, "I know great joy. I know what is coming. I want to share
this with others, but I'm not quite sure that they would grasp it, this thing." For you
have felt that in this lifetime many times, and you want to share it with them because
it is so beautiful and yet there is a knowing within you that they will manifest, they
will see, experience their own vision in their own timing. Therefore, it is not necessary
that you wake them all up so that they can see your vision.
It is a beautiful vision. It is the Truth of your being.
It is the most gorgeous thing I've ever beheld. Even now I when I go back to
it and I want to go back to it even more completely. It's beyond, I guess what was
so striking was the Light in the midst of the darkness. That was what took me. Was
that the darkness around it wasn't frightening anymore or it wasn't a bad thing.
Yes.
It was a wonderful thing to contrast with the Light.
Yes, for you, beloved one, if you will receive this, all of you, you are the creator
of the darkness as well and it is not something to be judged as negative. Not something
to be judged as threatening. It is something to be beheld as the beauty that it is.
For as you have just spoken, the Light is more clearly seen against the backdrop
of the darkness. But you are the creator of the darkness as well. Not to fear that you
will be lost in the void. There has been that fear. But once you know yourself to be one
with the void itself, it is not fearsome.
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It was clear within this reality. It was better that the others be asleep at
that moment. I was at peace with them being asleep even though part of me
wanted to go to them. But even wanting to go to them it was so nice to share
something with another individual. It was okay not to share. It had a universal feel
to it. It was as you well said, it was like being in the middle of the galaxy and being able to behold the whole galaxy at once.
Yes.
And astounded as I said, that the stars were not only up but below.
Of course. Yes.
That goes hand in hand I think with another feeling that I've had all my life
as I've experienced that great depth of friendship from the time I was little that
you so graciously offered and I offered to myself....
Yes.
Each lifetime presents its own set of things that you have decreed for yourself. This time it feels like although I'm not fully consciously aware of it, that image
came while I was sleeping of a hallway and you were at one end of the hallway
and I was standing in the middle and I saw you and I knew how much you loved
me. I was standing still when in this lifetime, it was almost as if which goes along
with other things I have, this time you began to sprint down the hallway and instead of grabbing me gently you grabbed me and said, "Ah," and an accelerated
speed almost from zero to like our Star Trek movies, to invisibility very quickly.
Yes, the speed of Light of course.
It is the feeling I expressed Della here many times, that I said there are
moments when I wanted to say to my friends, thinking that they would think I was
crazy and some may think so now. But there would come a time in this lifetime
when for a short period I would be invisible to them. And these two things meshed
for me and yet the more I let myself experience it, the more it becomes a part of
a living reality, plugging into another word you used tonight which made ... was
demonstration. That's a word that comes over and over into my consciousness of it
is time for the demonstration. It is that period of learning, of our history ....
Yes.
And sometimes there is a restlessness of not knowing what your part in that
is quite yet, or your are anxious to say, I want it all revealed to me right now....
Yes, I want to get on with it. Yes, and indeed you are. Very much in process of
getting on with it. That is what we spoke of earlier as the acceleration. You have even
decreed that you will no longer go along at the snail's pace, but that you will have the
speed of Light. You will know the speed of Light and that you will be invisible to the old
self.
That's what I wanted to ask you in connection with what you spoke of the
different realities interpenetrating one another. As this what we call new age, truly
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old age, comes into our midst once again. We decree it. Will certain entities as they
are known in the physical body, become invisible to certain others?
Yes.
As we pick think up.... more traditional thinking as rapture, if you will.
Yes, very much so. There will be known as the acceleration, the increase in the
vibratory rate of Light. Already you are doing that. You are increasing your vibratory
rate as you allow yourself to abide in joy, in exultation, in happiness, in the Love that
comes forth, in the smile of the eyes. Already this is happening.
But you will bring it to a place where you will know yourself to be the Light, at
the speed of light and for others who are not at that vibratory rate, you will be invisible or they, as they choose to do it.
For there were times in my lifetime upon our Holy Mother, the Earth, the lifetime
known as Jeshua, Jesus, when I found it expedient to be invisible. To disappear out of
the crowd when some of the pharisees would want to lay hold on me and I made myself
invisible by raising the vibratory rate of the form.
I walked through what you would see as the solidity of a wall, of a building by
making myself in this case, a lower vibratory rate. Becoming one with it and walking
through it. You will do all this and more. For as you play with the concepts of what it's,
the imaginings, already you are beginning to catch a glimpse of what is possible and as
you play with what is possible, it comes into the realm of probable and as you continue
to play with it in the realm of probable it comes a reality -- with a small "r" -- but it
becomes something that you can make real in your awareness and you can do.
So yes, you will be invisible to others who are not at the same vibratory rate and
they will do this as well if they desire to do it. It is not something that you need to do
in order to prove that you are spiritual. For indeed you are already spirit. You are already Light. But there will be some who will choose to play with it for the shear fun of
seeing if you can do it and to see how it feels.
And it would suggest unto you that if you are going to walk through what you
would see as a solid form that you hold that vibratory rate until you are on the other
side of it.
{Laughter}
Why the struggle to get it? Why when everything is so wonderful, striving
for it, why is there the struggle to get where we want to go? Always the struggle.
Always to know the good you have to know the bad. To get to the good why do we
have to go through the struggle? Why all the struggle?
It is not a necessity. It is seen in this collective point of focus, in a belief system
that is shared. It is a belief in duality that says, that there is good and that there is
evil. That there is love. There is fear. There is hate. There is a belief in this collective
point of focus that there is duality, that there is polarity.
So therefore, it has been said and you have heard it said over and over, that in
order to know the good you must have experienced the bad. In order to know the
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mountaintop, you must know the valley. That comes out of the belief in duality. The belief in duality comes from the identification with form, with matter, with the creation
that you have brought into form.
As we spoke earlier this evening, the holy Child desired to know creation and
having created, desired to know how it feels to activate creation, to be one with that
creation and to live as that creation. And there has come with that, an evolution of an
intensity of identification with the form so that many of the brothers and sisters believe
that they are the body, that that is all there is. That has come from a very specific intense identification with form.
Out of that has come a belief in duality for there is the Spirit that activates the
form, the Spirit that has created the form. But the identification with form has brought
forth all of the worlds of fear, of preservation. For it is the form that will call out to
you, the body that will call out to you to be saved if there is a threatening, supposed
threatening situation. It is the body that calls out and says, "Save me." It is not the
Spirit, for the Spirit is eternal and ongoing.
You, as the holy Child that you are, the energy of Light that you are, cannot be
threatened, but it is the form that calls out to be saved. Out of this identification with
form has come the belief in duality. Out of the belief in duality that there could be
good and evil. Something that is good for the body that will preserve it or something
that could be threatening or bad for the body, out of that belief in duality has come
the belief in struggle. And this has been reinforced throughout your religious organization and all of you, many of your philosophies that the struggle, the pain, the suffering
will gain you a higher place in the hereafter. Or, will allow you to know the bliss better.
That belief is not necessary and is not held by many of the brothers and sisters,
Light beings, others who are in other dimensions, others that are experiencing the life
process on other planets, other galaxies. It is a philosophy that is collectively held right
here in this dimension and this point of focus.
....lifetimes....
By choice. By choosing anew. By coming as we have spoken earlier this evening, to
the place where hitting the head against the wall over and over, going through the
struggle over and over hurts, and finally the holy Daughter stops for a moment and she
says, "There must be another way. I will choose in this moment to know peace. I will
ask to know Love." And in that moment all of the Father's Love rushes in.
Now, does she abide there forever? She may, or she may choose to come back
into the belief of the world again and then after awhile when it hurts too much, when
the struggle is there, then she chooses again to pray, to say to the Father, to ask of a
friend, "Show me something better than this. Show me Love. Show me friendship."
Or you will look to your ones who are living a life of more peace as an example
to you. You will say, "Well, if that one who has challenges is able to live in joy amidst
all of what is going on around her, perhaps I can choose a moment of peace. I can
choose anew."
A lot of it comes from examples in life and the tendencies of the past.
Yes.
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In the martyrdom idea and the idea that you get closer to God by suffering.
It was interpreted that way, yes.
But it happened. I mean there was a purpose to that too, for certain people
to have that situation.
Yes. Yes, indeed.
It was what they needed to be....
Yes.
...{not clear}
Yes. And at the same time it allows them the catalyst for remembrance that perhaps there is something more than this. It has all levels of catalyst for remembrance.
For many who have been in the religious organizations, all of you included in what you
would see as other lifetimes, have put forth various belief systems that seem to serve a
purpose for you as you were desiring to experience power, temporal power. Power over
a brother or a sister, and so you put forth this idea that to suffer in the now, to live a
life of poverty, to work hard would gain you the stars in the crown, I believe it is
called, in the hereafter.
Tell me if you will, how solid my teaching has been in the past as I taught in
the church? See I always saw what happened ... from a lot of my brothers and sisters. I saw in the crucifixion not some spilling of blood for the sake of sin, I was
always repulsed by that, and so am at odds with my brothers and sisters who
would teach me in the past, but I had the audacity to think something else.
But what I saw in it was Love goes all the way and survives and comes back
anew just like the flower rising again and there isn't anything it can't go through
and it isn't to be destroyed by anyone.
Indeed, and this is true. That was the purpose of the demonstration. It was to
show that the form, as we have spoken earlier in this evening, is manifested moment by
moment. By your belief, by your consciousness, by your energy of Light, you bring it
forth in every moment and that one can go through what is known as the death experience, to allow the body itself to decease, to stop, the vibration of the Spirit activating it
and then to reactivate it because after all, you are manifesting it again moment by moment.
And to show that the Love itself is what frees. We spoke of this earlier this
evening. For as I was lying upon the cross before it was put into the ground and I was,
you call that vertical yes. As I was lying upon the cross having the great spikes nailed
into the hands and the feet, I looked upon the brother that was doing his job. For indeed that was his job. He was paid golden coins to do it. And I loved that brother as
myself.
I did not see him as being the tormenter or the one who would take life from me
for indeed he could not. I saw him as mySelf enacting a demonstration, being the servant of the Father in doing this for us. And I looked upon him in great Love, not in judgment, not in fear, not in panic, not in sorrow, but I looked upon him as I looked upon you
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earlier this evening, in great Love and as I see you now with great Love. For you are
and he is the one Child of the Father as well.
And it caused that one a moment of choice for he put down the hammer and he
ran away. He did not understand the Love and yet, as he went throughout the rest of
that lifetime with the memory it allowed shifts in his perception as to who he is, who I
was and who he is, and allowed him to come to the place of understanding that one is
much more than just the body that lives in a lifetime.
...did you say you were able to create different vibrations to become invisible? .... it is so natural for us....you have had training. You went to people to learn
how to do from each other, so in our lifetimes now, will we finally reach ... I know
it's natural you search for it. That's part of the reason why I would search to feel
like this, .... but now for me, it is not natural to do it... I feel I need to be taught
and that's ....
Beloved one, why are you here in this evening?
{Laughter}
Well I have a lot of questions and I'm curious....
Because you desire to have it called forth from within you, to have yes, the
teacher that you would see before you who will say, it is possible. I have done it and I
have walked that road. I have done it. It can be done. To inspire within you the confidence to keep on the journey. I have done this. I know that it can be done. I can explain to you in scientific term how it can be done.
Do you know the feeling of that yet? No, not yet, but you have grasped the possibility of it. That is why you are here in this evening is because you are calling forth
now, the teacher. You have heard the saying, that when the student is ready the
teacher appears and this is very true for you call forth the teacher when you are desiring.
You are now desiring and you have called me forth in this evening and I am not
the only one that you will call forth and have called forth for you have attended what
you would call your other workshops. You have read books that have been inspirational
that have lifted you out of a certain perception to a new level of understanding and
this will continue.
If you will receive it, beloved one, you are doing very well with this. You have already decreed that you will know the unlimited Love that you are and the exhilaration
of the Light in its own vibratory rate, no longer held under the bushel, but allowed to
shine forth freely. You have decreed. Therefore, you will call forth the very teachers
who will share with you in each step what you are ready to hear and to experience and
it will continue.
There is nothing that you will do to impede this process, for having once set your
foot upon this journey all of creation rearranges itself so that your teachers may appear. Have faith. I believe you have heard that. But you may trust your own process. You
may trust that you are awakening because you desire to awaken. You are playing with
ideas of unlimited concepts, unlimited possibilities.
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You are saying, "Perhaps, I don't know what they are but I know that others do."
Very good, because if you can see that others have experienced this, you are not far
behind. The teachers are appearing. They are all around you. You are manifesting for
yourself a great wealth of techniques, of workshops, of books, inspirational writings.
Some of them that are coming to light again that have been buried for awhile, that are
coming again to your consciousness because you are now saying, "I want to know, I
want to remember, I want to experience and express."
So having once decreed, which you have done, that you want to know the Love of
the Father, you want to know who you are, the Truth of who you are.
...{Not clear}
You are already in process of speeding it up. We spoke of that earlier this
evening, and you may trust that as well. Because as we spoke earlier this evening, one
day builds upon the previous day. One shift in perception builds upon the allowance of
the shift in perception you made the day before and it grows rapidly.
...do we search for it or does it come to you? Or how does that work?
Yes. You may feel at a certain time that you are searching for it. Other times you
will feel that it has come to you. All of a sudden it is there. It is a revelation. Even with
a revelation that seems to come in an instant there has been a process of readiness
that you have been doing up to that point.
Although all of sudden it is as the penny drops into place and all of sudden it is
illumined. But you have already put that in process. So there are times that you will
feel that you are searching, that you have to do it. Well there is a certain activity yes,
that you believe in upon this plane.
In other words, there is networking that you will know. You will hear of a workshop, you will hear of a teacher and you may need to pick up your mechanical means
and call someone or you may have to register, I believe it is called, for a certain activity
and go and bring the form into that space.
But it will also bring forth the revelations so that sometimes you will say, "Well I
didn't have to search for that at all. I just came to me." So yes.
You said something that it would be a choice and I have.... I've always been
fascinated by the light and darkness thing. Loving the darkness as well as the
light and my friends saw that nighttime is my favorite time. You are supposed to
love the sun so much. I do but I love the nighttime. I've always had this secret
thing that I want to do. I won't be secret now, is on an October night because this
is something really passionate about October ... is to go out in the woods and run
naked with somebody, go back and sit by a fire and drink wine and make love and
all of that stuff and in my traditional upbringing, you know, that would be a very
sort of taboo thing to think. I can remember when the choice came to me or I to
it, or merging of the two, saying, "You know I want that for the same reason I
want to go to church." And I want that for the same reason that I want to give to
charities. It's a wonderful part of me that compliments everything else. And I remember making the choice so I never felt guilty about wanting to do it and I still
want to. If anyone else is interested, let me know.
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{Laughter}
I will join you beloved one. I'm not guaranteeing this form but I will be with you.
That would be wonderful.
{Comments from the group}
Well I don't know. I figured that's one of the things that Jeshua just said. I
don't know if it's going to come to me or I'm going to go to it. I now see it as part
of the totality that I am rather than something that's so dual. If you want to be
naked and enjoy your body and this comes from God. Yeah, I want to howl at the
moon. I think that comes from, as I've often said, if I had a traditional headstone
and I don't think that I will because I don't expect to die in a traditional way,
that it would say, now I know why the dog howls at the moon. And is that the revelation from the Source that made me? Yeah. I know it is.
Yes.
{Comments and discussion from others about choices.}
Beloved one, first of all, the form. The form is beautiful. You need not be in what
you would call judgment of the form. Ampleness of form is valued. In this society that
you live in now there is a certain image that how form should be in order to be attractive. I would ask you, attractive to what and whom and why? You are already attractive.
You have attracted and will continue to attract exactly who and what you need.
The form is beautiful. The form is Light made manifest. So you do not need to
struggle with what you would see as diet. For as you have seen, the more you struggle
with it, what happens? There are ones who will go on a fast for what you would see as
the twenty-one days, drinking nothing but the water and do they lose the weight, does
the form change? No. Why not? I mean you haven't been feeding it all of the extra
calories. Certainly the form should decrease in size if you go twenty-one days with only
water.
The form is brought forth out of belief. Not out of what you feed it or out of the
calories that you put into it. The form is brought out of belief. Your form is beautiful.
Your belief about yourself is beautiful as well, but there is the voice of past history
that questions, that judges, that listens to what you would perceive to be others' voices
of what should be.
You are bringing this forth for yourself right now because you want to come to a
place of clarity about your own worth and to say, "This is who I am and it is beautiful
and I need not go by anyone else's standards." But you are bringing that in right now in
front of the face so that you can look at it and say, "It does not matter how another
would view this form. I do not have to accept how they see it or even how I think they
see it."
For often times the perception of what you think they are seeing. You perception
of it is not their perception. But it is bringing up for you a great clarity about your own
worth and how beautiful you are. So you do not need to struggle with the form or with
other seeming challenges.
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It is beautiful. The Light that you make manifest, that radiates from you is beautiful. You do not have to struggle with it. Others look beyond the form and they see the
heart that you are, the caring heart, the heart of Love, the heart that will speak
words of encouragement to another. They behold the Love that you are. Allow yourself
to speak words of encouragement to you, the words that you would extend so easily to
others, extend them to yourself for you are beautiful.
And in other times when you want to know, how does it feel to be without struggle, without judgment imagine, just play with it for a moment or so, how would my Father, how does my Father see this? Just for a moment put yourself into His shoes even
if they may seem a bit big. Put yourself into His shoes and see through His eyes. "How
does He see me? How does He see the circumstance? How would it feel, how would it
feel if all judgments and all constraints were taken off?" Just for the moment, how
would it feel? It would feel like running naked through the woods. Yes, unrestrained.
Without constriction. Truly free as the holy Child that you are, expressing in form yes,
but allowing the Spirit to be free. That is what you desire to manifest. Yes.
So run you, free and naked through the woods, not only in what you would see
as October, but other months as well. January, yes. See if you can find a partner for
that. Yes, but beloved one, you are the warmth. This is something that you will play with
in your future, as you call it. You will play with knowing the warmth that you are and
heating the room as you do, all of you have experienced that of coming together in a
room and after awhile it gets warmer and warmer and warmer in the room. Why? Is it
someone who has turned up the heat? No, it is because you have allowed your warmth,
your vibratory energy to raise the temperature. Increases the vibration is what happens,
in the room. So you will play with that.
You will play sitting without the clothes, without the furs around you in a cold
room and heating the room. You will play with sitting in a dark room and knowing the
Light that you are. After awhile you will illuminate the whole room. It is a fun thing to
do.
Is there one thing in your purviews, is walk all around this room and each of
these individual expressions and know as I see you, looking in your face that you
know so much and so happy about all of us without knowing exactly where we are
likely to go?
Yes.
{Comments by the group}
Ah, do not fear, grand adventurer that you are, there is nothing that you need
fear. What I know is that you are coming Home. What I know is that yes, you will
choose from time to time a temporary struggle because it makes you feel real, makes it
feel alive. But I also know that you are coming to that place of knowing the holy Child
that you are, the Love that you are.
That is why we have spoken in this evening of the age of enlightenment, the coming time which is not that far off, of knowing fifth dimensional energy and expression
right here upon this plane. That is what I know of you. I know that very soon there
will come a moment when you will awaken and you will say, "Father, I am loved of you.
Always I have been loved of you. I have played my games, I have had my adventures. I
have tried it all for the shear fun of it. And I've had fun. I've enjoyed it. I've suffered
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through all of it and I've enjoyed myself. But now, now I want to know your Love." Yes,
I want to know your Love and I know that each and everyone of you is closer than the
width of what you would see as one hair to knowing your holiness. That is how close
you are.
It is only a perception away and that perception will be made very quickly. You
have already set into motion all of the catalysts, all of the process that will bring you
to the place -- my beloved friend is shedding -- that will bring you to the place of
awakening and it happens in an instant.
Do you stay in that place? Not always, but you will touch it, you will know it, it
will lift you out of what you call the mundane. You may abide in it but you will find it
easier and easier and easier to return there and to abide there longer for it will become addictive. Know you addiction?
Uh huh.
Yes, we have tried them all, even addiction to struggle.
May I ask a specific question? If you are working through Judith, I'm going
to speak now of the power of perception. I have a particular thing in mind. If you
walk in, in body into what we know as a funeral home and you see the box there
with the form, what do you see lying there if anything?
I see a collection of dust. I see matter, physicality still collected by some energy,
but not activated by the Spirit. I see the Spirit, the energy of Light for it does not go
off anywhere. There is nowhere off to go. It is still there. Even as you would call it together into an identification of individuality, other words, individual consciousness, that is
still there. Very much so. Still with the feelings and emotions that were with the body.
I had a child ask me one time at a funeral home, "What is that?"
Exactly, what is that?
It does take on a much more mask like quality than....
Yes, all of you have seen the lifeless form of a deceased one, one who has laid
down the body and it has been life-less. It has been just the form. The Spirit of the
energy of Light that has activated it no longer is in process of activating it, but could be
called back again to raise up the dead. Yes, very possible, by an agreement.
{Comments}
Yes, to raise the dead. In other words, to revitalize a body that has been, that
has actually been deceased. Yes, so that if you went to a funeral home and you saw
your best friend laid out in the box, well your best friend is not in the box, but the
form is, and if there were a prior agreement or even an agreement at that moment,
that that one wanted to reactivate the body and you in your acknowledgement of oneness and acknowledgement of the Light that activates, in an instant could bring that
form back into activation.
How did I, not by myself it was the power of the Father through me, but how did
that power raise Lazarus from the dead?
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{Comments}
Yes. Yes, very much his willingness. Yes.
So many times any more, I know I am speaking of my own perception of what
is insanity in the world, this is in the last five years. I go in and I say to myself, "I
don't believe this," and excuse my French, I'm tired of this death shit. It needs to
go.
Exactly.
And then, very quickly it slides into my consciousness, "Daryl this is bigger
than you. You can't declare an end to this." But more and more shift is coming in
me and saying, "It's exactly about my declaration about what I am going to seek."
Yes, very much so. And if you do not declare it and decree it, where does it begin.
It begins with you and is most contagious for it spreads out to all of the brothers and
sisters who then have opportunity to say, "Perhaps there is a new way to look at this."
The laying down of the body itself holds sorrow only as one perceives loss, the
loss in the communication, the communion with what has been known as that individual.
Now, if you saw and you understood that a beloved friend was going to lay down the
body and be freed of that identification, but you knew their cosmic telephone number
where you could call them up at anytime, make it even what you would see as your
video telephone, where you would see them. Not only just hear the words, but you
would see them, okay. Would there still be the same attendant sorrow and loss?
No.
No. And if you could have even what is known as your video telephone and also
your all of the other five senses. I am thinking of what is know as your smell-a-vision, I
don't know where that word comes from. But if you could have all of the other five
senses and be able to even reach out and touch that one, there would not be the feeling of loss or the feeling of sorrow.
The laying down of the body itself is a time of celebration. It is a time of freeing, for that one has chosen to know expression freed of the identification with the
form and with the personality that they have thought themselves to be. They are also
offering to everyone who has eyes to see and ears to hear, the possibility, probability,
reality that the communion does not end with the laying down of the body.
Many of your beloved ones, it is the same with your beloved pet, will lay down
the body in order to give you opportunity to know that the communion does not end.
You have felt the Love of a beloved pet, of a loved one and you have seen the body deceased, you have done the necessary with the form and yet you have felt that one's
presence, that one's love. So the laying down of the body rather than being seen as a
time of mourning -- take what you would see as the "u" the limited "u" out of the word
mourning and you have M-O-R-N-I-N-G which speaks of the Light.
Do you see how symbolic your language is? Do you see what you have written in
to your language to remind you? Just with a small play on a letter and I use that word
play advisedly, play with all of it. Play with the struggle. It will change.
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Would you speak to a specific moment in power? I find this to be a mortal
instant to me, and it relates to something you and I discussed at great length. If
we are .... As we talk about the cosmic telephone between this individual and the
individual known as Christopher, I know he is allowed to mention the name, there
are many nights now when I will go out in my backyard and I told my friend Della
here this, and I will look out at the backyard and I will call his name as if calling
him forth.
Yes.
But when the time comes when the reality starts to pounce on me or come
towards me, I back off.
Yes.
I don't know how to penetrate that moment of what seems to be fear and let
it be. I get very afraid and I run inside and I know that fear comes from claiming
my own power and my own agreement with him.
Yes. As you have discerned there is an agreement that you will call this one
forth for he is very much with you and in your presence and others as well, have felt
his presence. He is very alive and well.
Yes, I know that.
Yes, and you do have an agreement that you will call him forth and he will appear to you first, and to others as well. Others will see him as well. But the time is not
yet. It goes hand in glove with what we were speaking of earlier with the manifestation
of the Light and the knowing of the vibration of Light. But what you have discerned is
very true. You will call him forth and in that moment there will not be the fear that
has come out of historical perspective of, "Oh my God. What am I doing?"
It's a raging fear. It's huge. It just burns almost, makes me want to run
faster than I'm able to.
Yes.
I feel that way about myself. Calling forth some part of myself. You know, an
awakening.
Yes.
Just that. It's that fear I can't seem to get outright. It's like this close and
I'm out in the backyard shouting at me and the past.
Yes, indeed. You desire to know what we have spoken of earlier this evening, you
desire to know the unlimitedness of the holy Child and you know it, you remember it
deep inside. What feels that it will be lost and devastated by this and where the fear
comes from is the ego. That belief in separation, for indeed, it will be deceased, dissolved, no more. That is where the fear comes from. It has played with you and you
with it throughout countless lifetimes. It is a belief that has come out of the identification with form as we spoke earlier.
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It is a belief that has served the preservation of form, for as the form has cried
out to you and has suggested fear you have taken the measures to preserve the form
as it was seen, as threat was seen. It is a very, very, very old companion, this voice of
the ego, this voice that speaks of separation and this voice now is very much afraid
that you will come into your power of knowing your beingness for when you do that,
you will no longer perceive separation. You will see that you are the Light that activates
the form and that there is no Real threat -- Real with a capital "R", beloved one. That
there is no threat in Reality.
So yes, the ego is going to be calling out in great fear now because you are on
the threshold, only of what we have spoken of as a hair's breadth away from knowing
the unlimitedness of the Light that you are. Allow yourself to continue calling yourself
forth. Play with it, but not in a place where it feels that you have to put great effort
into it. Play with it as a child plays with a toy. Just to play with it easily.
For indeed, as we have spoken earlier, you have already set in process that which
will bring you Home. It cannot be stopped.
About the relationship with the ego, do you love it and say, "But you must
dissolve"? You know, I get confused about that.
You thank it. Whenever the voice of ego comes, whenever the voice of fear
comes, whenever the voice of struggle comes, you thank it first of all for being your
constant companion, for indeed it has been throughout countless lifetimes. You know it
well. You have carried it with you into many, many lifetimes. You have asked it to be
upon your stage and to be one of the characters in the drama.
It serves a purpose. It has served, as we spoke earlier here, about the preservation of form as it was believed that the form needed to be preserved. But it serves a
purpose now in that it allows you to see in that moment where you are abiding. The ego,
the voice of separation, the voice of fear is but a messenger. It bring into great clarity
where you are abiding in that moment, whether you are abiding in the Love of the Father that knows no fear or you are abiding in the voice of the world that would know
threat and would know fear. That is its only power, is to be messenger.
You have given it other powers as you have built a fabrication of illusion around
it. But the only power that it has is to be messenger for you. To show you that, "Okay,
in this moment I am living with great fear. Why? Because I am not calling in the totality
of all that I am." Then you have a choice to stand and to breathe and to call in all of
the power of that totality of Love. You do not even have to bid the ego to get off of
the stage.
For as you claim the power of the breath for that allows you to bring in the inspiration of your holiness to the heart, it brings you to that centered place. As you bring
that in and you abide in the power of the Love that you are, there is no place and no
need for that messenger and he goes off into the wings until the next time you call
him forth and then he comes running on and he says, "Hey, do you know where you are
living right now?" And you say, "Oh, thank you. Okay."
But not as adversary?
Not as adversary. No. You have heard it taught that one must kill the ego.
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Yes.
Well you know how it is when you do battle with something. Then you acknowledge it as being a reality and you give it your power meantime, and you do battle with
it and what happens? You chop off one head and three more appear or it seems that
way. No, you do not need to do battle with the ego for it is your servant. You have asked
it to be on your stage. You have asked it to be your messenger.
Kind of like a job applicant. Thank you, but I don't need you right now?
Exactly. I am seeing with a new Light and it goes off into the wings and after
awhile it sees that its part is not written into the script anymore and it is on unemployment.
May I make a few comments?
Of course, beloved one. No evening would be complete.
Without mine.
Without your comments.
Okay, number one, when you were talking about your dream what came to me
is you being in the house and you seeing the stars all over. And the impression I
got was that you had finally accepted the unlimitedness that was out there. Totally
accept it, knowing and accepting is two different things, of course. The other thing
is that is you are going to run nude in the woods and you have a belief system in
poison ivy as we all, most of us do, be careful when you run in the woods and
where you run.
That's the best advice that's come out tonight.
Now the other thing is, that if you are still not sure about running in the
woods nude and you didn't find anybody yet, but you want to practice it, when you
go out to call for Christopher the next time, in the backyard, do it in the nude to
practice and you'll either be so embarrassed not knowing whether anybody is going
to see you in the back yard and you may forget about your fear as to whether he
manifests as you would like.
I have a urologist who lives down the street. He's seen it all before.
Well as we spoke to this one earlier, the form is beautiful.
Yeah.
It is not something to be hidden.
So that would help you practice for the woods when you find the right person and you would actually be....
An excellent suggestion.
She is a practical one.
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We would like to hear from Mary tonight. I know he has suggested to her,
but maybe Mary could speak to us on the issue of abandonment since we in relationship in this dimension are so terrified of abandonment and also abandonment of
death. I'm not in fear of abandonment of death but I am in relationships, but a lot
of people are in death even if they understand the concepts. So could you have
Mary speak to us in that particular issue?
Yes, as I have spoken earlier, always my Mother travels with me. Of course. I will
see if I can find her telephone number.

Mother Mary:
Gentle ones, blessed ones, Child of the most High, it is in Love that I greet you.
In the love that we have shared from before time began. Abandonment, yes, it is something that all have experienced and have known in what is called human life.
I myself felt times of abandonment when the companion known as my mate,
Yoseph, laid down the body. Momentarily I felt abandoned and wondered, what would I
do? Did I feel abandonment when I saw my Son upon the cross? No. For I knew that His
purpose was greater than what the appearance seemed to be. I knew great love and I
knew sorrow, but I did not feel abandoned.
Did I feel abandoned by friends? Yes, from time to time for there were friends
who held opinion about my Son, and as I listened to their opinions there were times
that I felt abandoned by their belief. I thought they had abandoned me and then I
came to see that it was just their belief and that it had nothing to do with my worth.
The abandonment that we all have felt has stemmed from the feeling of the holy
Child being outside somehow cast out of the Kingdom of our Father, feeling ourselves to
be separate and abandoned. Thinking that somehow I must have done something really
terrible to have been cast out from my Father's Kingdom, away from His Love and I
have been set adrift and abandoned and I don't even remember what I did. That is because in Truth, we have done nothing except to make a choice to play a drama, the
drama of abandonment.
Always we are loved of the Father even in times of feeling most alone. That is
when a message is clamoring so intently for attention, the message that we are all one.
For even if you take your word "alone" and break it into the two parts it suggests the
true meaning of "al-one". For in times of feeling alone that is the time when you are
resting upon the opportunity of knowing your oneness. Not your division into individualities that would be seen as being here one day and gone another.
But you are resting on the opportunity of knowing the oneness. It is a great
blessing as you come through the times of abandonment. For that is the time when you
look within for the Love, where you look to know the Love and the worth. It is in times
of great sorrow and feeling of abandon that you choose anew.
So even in the darkest moments of abandonment, seemingly, that is when the
Light has the opportunity to shine forth in great brilliance as you turn the Light of you
on it, to understand it. Abandonment is a great catalyst for coming Home. It will motivate
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even the hardest one who thinks herself to not need any others, to set up all the armoring that says, "I don't need anyone. If anyone is going to be here for me I know
that they may let me down. Therefore I will stand in my own strength." At first this is
done out of great resistance and bitterness and then it comes to a place where she understands that she is that strength and that she has chosen well, and then she opens
the heart and loves others as she loves herself. For indeed the Love comes first from
within, loving Self and then is extended.
Abandonment is a great catalyst for it comes from the place of the holy Daughter, or holy Son asking to know Love. Wanting to return Home again to that place of unconditional, unlimited Love, The allness of Love. It is part of the scripting that we have
played. It is a pearl of great price. A great catalyst. Everyone knowing life in this dimension experiences abandonment from time to time until it is seen that what is within
cannot be abandoned and that Child, the holy Child, the inner Child as it is now called,
is calling out to be nurtured, to be loved, to be recognized, to be birthed. And then you
find that you do not abandon yourSelf, for you nurture that Child, the Child of the
heart and you call her forth. In that you know that there is not abandonment except
as it is seen in the world. For indeed you cannot abandon yourSelf, but you can love the
Child that you are.
Thank you.
Thank you beloved Child.

Another beloved Child. One who has great love and extends that love unto others
and is learning to accept that love for herself. Who sees love in other ones and gives it
freely and is now coming to the place where she knows that she is the mother of that
love and knows that she can give it forth so beautifully and so gently, so freely. You are
a channel of great love. Not as the world would define channel, but you are a great one
who pours it forth. Allow yourself to feel that love, to feel my love, yes, as you would
identify it as separate from yourself, but it is not. Allow yourself to feel that love and
you are beautiful and you are worthy. And no matter what you choose to do as far as
the world would see activity, remember always that what is important is the love of the
heart and the sunshine that you give forth to others.
Many lifetimes you have served others, freely with no thought of self. Many lifetimes you have been there as the worker that did not think herself to be worthy of
even being seen. You were always in the background doing things. Always the servant of
the Father that was seen to be the servant of others, but more truly, the servant of
the Father and the servant of the Love that you are.
This lifetime be easy on yourself. Love yourself. Nurture that Child that you are.
Feel free to give it forth, the love and to nurture the Child of the one that you see in
front of you or to the side of you. Be gentle with yourself.
You are such a miracle as you bring forth the beautiful form, as you activate it.
As you allow even the highlights of the hair to show forth your radiance. Have you ever
thought of the highlights of the hair? How beautiful they are. Yes. Such a small detail
and yet it speaks of your radiance. It is beautiful. Be gentle with yourself.
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And you beloved one, one that I have wanted to reach out and to touch for some
long lifetimes. To know again the love in form. To say to you, that I honor what you see
as your creativity, your intelligence, your sensitivity, the eyes that see beyond what others see. The heart that wants to bring that into manifestation so that others can see it.
The heart that sometimes doubts. The heart that cries out from time to time for understanding and to let you know that you are understood. For what you seek to know
you already are. What you seek to know is the wisdom of the Father. It is simplicity itself.

And you are beautiful as you express His wisdom. You can go forth from this
evening a new man, a new person. As you would decree it. That is how powerful you are.
It is how wonderful you are. You have been a good son many lifetimes. You have striven,
you have tried hard many lifetimes to live up to other's ideals, to be the best that you
could be, not understanding what that was but you were willing to try. And you are the
best that ever a mother could ask for. Enjoy.
Thank you.

Speaking of mothering, may I ask you a question?
Of course.
Something I've always wanted to ask you about, is that as a man in this
world, this modern world, I have such a strong streak of nurturing in me which is
not, I'm out of step with my fellow male people and a lot of them don't understand
that. I want to open that up in other men. I want to let them see it's okay to feel
that way.
Yes. And as you have the courage to nurture, to nurture yourself, to nurture the
other ones of the brothers and sisters, you allow them opportunity to see that it is
okay. For you have chosen wisely in this lifetime, a form that speaks of male power. Yes,
great male power. And others of the male design who use the male design will look upon
you and they will say if one built such as this one has a heart of love, perhaps it is
possible to be both strong, masculine with all the qualities that masculine means, and
yet to have a heart that is as big as all outdoors, to love, to nurture, nurture and support.
You have seen some of the brothers who do not feel that it is safe to commit to
a relationship, that too much would be called forth from them. And that sometimes they
will allow themselves a step in this direction by having a beloved pet, one that can be
as companion....
Yes, many times.
Yes, but will not ask of them too much. It is a beginning. As they are willing to
love the beloved pet, and to care for it, they awaken within themselves the possibility of
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knowing that what they care for is themselves, the inner Self, the inner Child of them
which is crying out to know that Love.
Because I always wonder and it's always sadness for me, but so much is said
of your love for your little boy and so little about Joseph's love, that tender love
which I guess as I've been taught in this lifetime is more for a woman to experience for his son but not for me.
Indeed. You are very much bringing it all together in a whole. That is part of
what you said you will do in this lifetime. You will express with a male design pattern
but you will know with the heart of woman. The one known as my husband, Joseph, was
gentle of nature and loved our Son, taught Him well, encouraged Him, played with Him,
showed Him the craft of carpentry, taught Him healing. Explained to Him the wisdom
that he knew and that had been taught to him and loved Him greatly.
I watched my neighbor of years ago, his little boy go out one morning and
they went looking at the flowers together. They would pick them and have him feel
them. And I thought, this is life. This is life that so many people miss.
Yes, and true.
And wanting so badly to do something about that and sometimes allowing
myself to believe that I can't do anything about it.
And yet you do, beloved one. Already you have been doing that and even more
you will find the courage to do in your future.
that.

I want that so much. I think that's some of your energy that I rely on for
Yes.
Be with me in it, I know you are.

Yes indeed, for you are calling that forth. There will come a time when you will
give what is known as the gatherings, the workshops I suppose they are called, gatherings of men where you will share with them that it is okay to be in the heart. You will
allow them to express what they feel deeply and you will travel about your country doing this because there is a great need for it.
I think I already know that and I am very excited about that time, but in
usual fashion for Daryl he's very impatient. He wants it tomorrow.
And he also has a way of keeping it at arm's distance, too.
Yes, he does.
From making the decision to do it. But there will come a day, there will come a
morning when you awaken and you will say, "I have put it off long enough. I will do it
now." And you will start with a group of your friends, as you have already started and
it will expand. You will find that through the networking with the people that you know,
you will be called to other gatherings where you will share your heart with others who
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are wanting to awaken that heart and all they need is one who has the courage to
show them that, "Hey, I've done it and I'm still here."
Still have hair on my chest.
And still have hair on your chest, yes.
Lot's of it.
Very true. Very good. Very good.
Thank you.
Thank you beloved son.

It is a joy to behold you once again. The perfection of the Father incarnate.
Would you have a question that you would ask?
Not right now.
It is not necessary.
Career.
Ah yes. Indeed you have done many careers. In fact you have done all of them
which is why there is a questioning now as to where you should put your focus. Do
what calls to you in the moment knowing that you will change it from time to time for
you are a man of many traits. You have often been this. It is something that you know
well. You are a man of many interests and many abilities.
Therefore, you will not just do what you would see as one profession, one employment. You will do many over the course of this lifetime as you have already. You will
continue to do that and that is okay. What you are doing is an integration and a remembrance of all of the different things you have done, calling them now into conscious
awareness and allowing your Light to shine wherever you are.
For I will share with you beloved son, that wherever you find yourself it is because ones have called you forth to be there for however short the time interval may
be. They have called you forth in their presence to know Love, to know that there is an
expanded vision of what can be. You offer to others hope, encouragement.
So you may go one place and then on the morrow if there is the guidance to go
somewhere else, you will go for ones are calling you forth now in different places and
this will continue. Do not allow the voice of the world, the voice of judgment to say
that because you do not stay a certain course for the rest of one lifetime that there is
somehow a failing in you. Nay it is just the reverse, it is because you are a man of
many talents and because you listen to the ones who are calling you.
Do what allows your heart to open. Do what allows you the expansiveness of
Love, what has the light, the light feeling about it. You will know and it will change from
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time to time, the physical place that you see will change not the feeling in the heart,
that will not change. It will continue to grow.

Beloved beautiful angel, beloved Daughter.
Hi.
Hi. Again, once again, to reach out and embrace. {Hugging} Do you know that
when we shared the lifetime together you had the beautiful tresses then as you have
now.
But I always wanted them to be your color.
This is true. Beautiful. What would you ask? Do you have a question?
Of course.
Of course.
When you find yourself in conflict with someone for whatever reason, sometimes I think that it is a time, it is a call for love and a time to extend love and
then other times I think it is a time to as our brother would say, "Shake the dust
from the heels and keep walking." I'm not certain, is it in time I will know?
Already you know. Already it is time to extend the love, yes, to this one as you
understand where she is coming from. It does not mean that you agree with the choices
that this one makes or the behavior and it does not mean that you must stay in this
one's presence. You may shake the dust of your sandals and walk on for there is no
separation.
What you extend from your heart of wholeness seeing this one in wholeness, not
as she sees herself, not seeing the behavior, but seeing this one as the holy Child, the
Christ of this one. The Christ of this one you can love. The individual choices you do not
have to deal with. You can allow them to be her choices.
Extend to this one the allowance to find her own way Home. Know that it upsets
you not except as you would draw it into your momentary drama, but truly it affects
you not and you can go from this place in the holiness that you are knowing that this
one will find her way Home in time although she feels that she has to come through
what are known as the entanglements, the briar patch perhaps, with the thorns. She
feels herself to be very much enmeshed in thorns and yet as she struggles against the
thorns she feels only more pain.
So see this one as the holy Child that she is. See her as whole for indeed she is
as the Christ Light. Love that Christ Light and allow her to do what she needs to do.
Now if you find yourself in this one's presence allow yourself to follow the guidance of
the moment. In other words, you do not have to rehearse. Follow the guidance in that
moment and if it is to speak directly and plainly to this one then you will know and you
will do it with Love but with directness. You need not couch what you say in false love,
but you will come from the heart.
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Meantime, love the holy Child of this one. It frees you. It also acknowledges the
Truth of your being and of her being.
I guess I was worried that it had come up because of judgment on my part
or some lack of love on my part.
You are part of what she sees as the thorns. It is not that you are a thorn. It is
her perception. Right now she is in a place of seeing many thorns in her life. She is not
looking for the flowers, but she is looking for the thorns and she is thrashing about in
them which makes the pain even more intense and as the pain is more intense, she
thrashes more. But there will come a time when she will cease thrashing and she will
awaken to see that there are flowers as well as thorns and then there will come a
time when she will see only the flowers.
the
you
Not
her

But it is not your responsibility of what you have done or not done. You have been
servant for her, not because of what you have done or not done, but just because
are within her awareness of her life right now and she perceives that as a thorn.
only you but others as well. That is her perception and you are not responsible for
perceptions.

So do not heap guilt upon your shoulders and feel that you have done something
or not done something or if you had known more or had greater wisdom you would have
changed the course somewhere. No. In fact what you have done by being you as allowed her opportunity to look upon old wounds, to see them in intensity which she feels
right now, to look upon them so that she may heal them by seeing them in wholeness.
You have been the -- what do you call the one who does not have the speaking
lines? You have just been there. In time this one will find her way back to the Father.
After she has tired of the thorns and the struggle. She will do a bit more of it, but
that is not your responsibility.
Good. I'm so glad.
It takes a great weight off the shoulders.
It does. Okay.
You are welcome.

Beloved son, servant of the Father, one who brings great joy to this plane, how
are you in this evening?
Good.
You are indeed. Would you have a question that you would want to ask?
Well it's kind of a combined one. I see in all my relationships, I'm a teacher.
In more ways than one.
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Yes. And I get my ego in when I'm fixing people and then I do that in all my
relationships and maybe I use that as a way of distancing myself. Different women
I've been involved with, I always have to fix something, or think I do.
And has it worked?
No, unless I'm using it to distance myself in that way. So I guess I'm asking
for some clarity perhaps on that. And I'm not sure in terms of a one person commitment. I guess your comments about a pet or a dog. I bring my dog everywhere.
She is out in the car now and so I was relating to that speaking over there loving
in a committed relationship and I was married for several years with beautiful children and now I'm not. I don't know whether, I want that commitment, whether it's
fear or whether I'm thinking my mission doesn't include a one person relationship. I
don't know. I guess I'm asking for some clarity and my fix it stuff with everybody.
Indeed, you are already at a place where you are discerning that you cannot fix
others. You can suggest unto them but then it is their choice as to what they will do
with that information.
You are asking to know the holiness of relationship, to be able to see each one
that you are in relationship with as the holy Child, perfect, complete. Perhaps they, in
their belief, their self-image are searching to know that completion and that wholeness,
but they are already whole. In what you are desiring to behold is that they are already
perfect. That you do not have to fix them, that you cannot. They are already in the perfect stage of unfoldment for them. They are on their path and everything that they
choose is divinely chosen by them to bring them Home. It will be the next steppingstone, the next catalyst, the next shakeup, whatever, that they need, that they are calling forth.
Therefore, if you were able which you are not, to fix it all for them you would
rob them of the steppingstones that they need in order to come Home and to realize
that they are Home. Luckily, you cannot do this. They have to find their own way so that
they will know when they have arrived, the place where they have never left.
Do not judge yourself that you are trying to keep distance. What you are seeking
is to know the oneness. It takes but a slight shift in perception to look upon a beautiful
one and to say, "I behold you as the Father does. I see you as perfect. The Father does
not try to get in there and fix you. Who am I to say I can judge you. I do not walk in
your sandals. I cannot know. But I know that the Father loves you therefore I love you.
I know that the Father knows that you are perfect, therefore I know you are perfect.
Come and share the day with me." That is all you need ask of another one. Come and
share the day with me, for indeed you do not know how long you are going to activate
the body or that the other one will.
In other words, you do not know how long the lifetime is going to be so you do
not have to commit for what you would see as a lifetime. But come and share the day
with me and we will find the sunshine in this day. That is all. It is simplicity itself.
The world, your world at this time has an image of relationship that sees each
one looking to the other one. You see this, for each one is looking to the other one for
fulfillment, for completion. What you are desiring to know and to experience and it is
not just you, but it is all of the ones so gathered in this room, is to see the companionship that stands side by side looking to the oneness that you are, looking to the further
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goal as you would identify it and it is the oneness that is already here. Not looking to
each other, but standing side by side in equality and saying, "Share with me this day.
Let us find the sunshine in this day." And then if you desire to do that in the next day,
that is okay, too. Or if you find someone else you want to share the next day with, that
is okay, too.
There is much of joy and much of love that you are and that you have to give,
not only to yourself, but to others. But you will find that in giving the allowance to others to be as they are, not trying to fix some or seeing even the least bit that needs
some adjustment, it will free up your heart. It frees you from the responsibility as we
spoke to this one, it frees you of the responsibility that is a false responsibility. It is
not yours. You cannot judge, for indeed you do not have all of the information and you
are no responsible for what they choose.
You are responsible only to respond to the Love and the beingness that you are,
to your true being. That is your responsibility, to respond to your true nature and to
call that forth. That is the true responsibility. The other, as you would look out to others and judge, that is a false responsibility.
Your responsibility is to respond to the true nature of Love that you are and to
bring that forth. And to share the sunshine of everyday.

Beloved angel, radiant one, for indeed you are. How are you in this evening?
Good.
You are very good. You are one who has been a Light being, a bearer of Light in
many, many lifetimes. You come to show the Light in this world. Sometimes you know it
not for yourself, but even in those times you bear the Light very well. You are truly
what you would call an angel upon this plane. You are truly a Light being finding confusion, yes, in trying to bridge the two together, the Light and its expression in physicality. That is where some of the confusion arises because you know your true nature. You
know the Light, you know the Spirit that you are. You know what is termed Heaven and
you are wondering how does it fit into this? And how can I make it fit into this? And
there comes from that a bit of a confusion.
What would you ask in this evening? It is not necessary. Allow yourself to go
easy in this life for you are already the Light of the Father and you are already doing
what you have agreed you will do and you need not try to perfect it for it is already
perfect. That is why you may go easy. For that which you have agreed to do is simplicity
itself. It is to bring the Light into every moment to see the joy, to be the gentleness to
yourself, to others and to see joy and beauty in every moment of sharing.
Not to worry about the heaviness of decisions that the world says must be made.
For indeed the ones that you would be mother to, are masters the same as you. They do
not come incomplete. They come perfect, with great strength, with already knowing
what they have agreed to do and they will make their own choices as my Son made His
own choices. You will free them to make their own choices for indeed they will do it
anyway and you will live with those choices and you will see the Light in those choices.
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At times when you feel the struggle, allow yourself to understand that it is because you do not belong in the world, you are not of the world. You have come to bring
the Light to the world, yes, but you are not of the world and it is as you would try to
fit the square peg into the small round hole, it does not fit. But as you allow the Light
to shine, it expands that round hole to the place where the square peg does fit. That is
the secret. That is how powerful and how beautiful you are.
Allow yourself to go with a Light heart, for indeed you are already doing what
you agreed to do. And the ones who are around you they are as great masters as well
and they will make the perfect choices for themselves in order to come Home as you
are doing. Nothing happens by accident. Even the ones that you call to yourself in your
experience you have called them out of great love to share, to be as companion on the
way and you do come Home together. It is not the first time that you have been together nor the last. Love them with a freeness for you are loved greatly.

You beloved daughter, how are you in this evening?
Okay.
You are okay, you are more than okay, you are perfect, excellent. You have the
most beautiful eyes. It allows the Love of the Father to be seen clearly. You cannot hide
it. Not that you would want to but it is most visible. What would you ask in this evening?
I talk to you often.
You do indeed.
Do you have anything ask of me?
Always we have what you would call a running conversation as you are busy, as
you are active, as you are quiet, as you call upon me when you lay your head upon the
pillow at night, I am with you. It is a great love that we share. It is a great work that
you do although it is not a heavy work. But again, it is what you have agreed to do, to
bring the Love of the Father into manifestation so that others can see it. To be steadfast. To be gentle. To have the courage of the heart to speak when you need to speak
and to just love quietly when that is appropriate. For not always do the words need to
be spoken. Sometimes the eyes convey it all. You are loved greatly.

And you beloved one, the beautiful servant of the Father, the beautiful Daughter
who is coming to understand and to acknowledge and to feel that radiance more and
more everyday. How are you in this evening?
Very good.
You are very good. You are the joy of the Father and more and more is opening
for you and unfolding for you is this not true?
Yes.
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Would you have a question?
I do. I am aware of more and more unfolding for me at the same time I'm
also aware of my health. I was wondering as I increase my vibratory level is it
necessary for me to release and to just have to show physically release anger, all
of the emotions I've stored through this lifetime and past lives? Like anger and
sadness and rage, all of those feelings because I feel like I'm releasing all those
now. For four months I've had allergies, asthma, colds, constant. Not one day has
gone by when I have not been coughing, sneezing and I'm very tired of that, but
I'm wondering is there a purpose to that?
There is always a purpose, yes. Nothing comes by accident, nothing comes without
its own gift and blessings. There is much, yes, that you are releasing but it is not that
you need to prolong this. It is not something that you have to go back and delve into
and say, "I must discover every small little bit of it," because as you search then you
will find more and more and more.
Some of the brothers and sisters sometimes feel that they must go back and
delve into every past lifetime, into every occurrence of this lifetime and bring forth all
of the anger and the resentment and the sorrow to re-experience it. Well that just
keep them in that place for indeed, as you go searching for it, it will re-manifest itself.
So you do not have to. You do not even have to understand what it comes from.
Be at peace with what is being released. What is happening for you is a certain
resistance and constriction that you are holding yet within yourself because there is a
fear of allowing it to go and you don't even know what it is. Allow yourself to be at
peace with whatever happens. That will speed up the process for you will be allowing it
to be okay with you. Whatever it is, say, "Yes, okay. Whatever needs to be, let's get on
with it. It's all right."
That allows a freedom from the constriction that says, "Okay body, we are partners in this. You know what to do. I allow you to do it and I do not judge." Some of the
resistance comes from judgment. Some of the constriction comes from judgment. Some
of it comes from fear of, "What am I doing to myself? Why am I doing this to myself,
and how much more is there?" And that brings up much fear.
As you allow yourself to be at peace and at one with it, you will find that it dissolves. It is very much as what we spoke of earlier when there was discussion about
the ego. As you do battle with it, it will stay and do battle. As you allow it to be okay
and you know yourself to be one with it, then it has served its purpose and it no longer
needs to hang around.
Do not fear that you have done something wrong. Do not fear that it is going to
hang on forever. Do not fear that it is going to do irreparable damage to the body for
indeed it won't. It is as a temporary nuisance and you can ride out that storm easily. It
is not a big storm.
Abide always in the Love that you are, in the wholeness that you are. Look beyond even the body and what it will be releasing and doing to the Spirit that activates
the body and the Father that works through you, even as you see that working to be
the discharge of the nose. That is Spirit in action as well. You may bless it as you put it
into the tissue.
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{Laughter}
Beloved Elder knows that one as well.

Such a time of love. Such a time of joy in this evening. To be so gathered again
for it is not by accident that we are together again. All of you have been with me in
that lifetime that is so famous. Yes, you have. It is not by accident that you heard the
invitation to be here this evening.
Look about, you will see the ones who answered the invitation. You will see the
ones who felt the calling of the heart to be here for all of you have had invitation to
come and remember, to be with me and my Son as in days of old. To rap, as it is called
now in your day and time. It was called something different around the campfire in
those days, but it was the same. The questions came up. "What should I do? Where
should I go? Who am I? What is important? What can I do? What is true?" All of the
teachings you heard, you took them to your heart. You understood the Love of the
heart and sometimes when the men got into the analyzing of what was meant and you
listened to their logic, their questioning, then you said, "Go to the place of the heart.
Understand in the heart the meanings. Bridge from the place of the Spirit, the Love of
Spirit which you know so well, bridge that. Bring it into the understanding. Do not try to
analyze it and dissect it for that only brings about the struggle."
And you taught the men. It was a great time then, a time of enlightenment as it
is now. Are you back here as it would be understood to be back here once again because you didn't get it the first time? No, it is because you have chosen to come back to
be as the teacher to other ones, to be as the example to other ones. You have said, "I
will set aside my remembering for a short time so that I may relate to others and they
may relate to me."
That is why you are here in this evening. It is because you are awakening your
own heart, your own remembrance, revitalizing what you know so well. But you have
said, "I will come. I will drop into the time and space of nineteen ninety five and I will
speak with my brothers and sisters and I will assume and identify, I will assume forgetfulness for that time. But the remembrance is just below the surface. That is why it
is a time of great excitement and anticipation.
For not only you are awakening for you know it well, it is not hidden from you.
But the brothers and sisters because of you and ones like you are awakening. It is a
great time.
This has been a grand evening of sharing as it was in what you would call the
olden days. And yet, how old can they be? They are right here right now as you remember them, as you call them forth beloved. Much beauty, all of you.
Go in peace this evening. Know that you are on course. Know that you are the
Love of the Father made manifest. Enjoy the body. Enjoy the experience that you have
chosen and do not take upon yourself false responsibility for others. But respond to
your true nature of Love, of joy, of peace.
So be it.

